
GENERATIONS OF HEART 

 

Part I.   
 

Origin 
 

What is Heart? 

We are Heart. 
 

The Heart source is everywhere. 

It wells beneath the soil, 

percolates into the air 

and pervades us all. 
 

The Caddo kneel down, 

press their palms against the ground, 

receive the rhythm through the crust, 

through the rock, through the dust. 

The Heartbeat of the mother  

is bequeathed to them. 
 

The tribes disperse, they are forced away 

by the onslaught of the brutal and the brave. 
 

Gumption 
 

With their sweat and their struggles, 

supplanters, settlers come. 

They birth “an ark of brotherhood,” 

the groundwork is done. 
 

Then the fraternal fight erupts, 

unruly reform also disrupts. 
 

At last, a Heartfelt hymn takes wing - 

“Rejoice, give thanks and sing!” 

The Methodists persist in vision 

of scholarly disposition - 

brick, mortar, and professor: 

a trinity of distinction. 
 

 

Part II. 
 

Purpose    
 

School starts.   
 

We learn a skill, become well-versed.  

We learn to teach, to sing, to nurse.                              

We seek the how, the where, the why. 

We learn to serve, we learn to fly. 

 

 

 

We learn to 

empathize, critique, surmise, 

meet the mentor, seek the wise, 

appreciate how little we know,  

determine where we want to go. 
 

We learn to lead, we learn to listen, 

learn to make the good decision, 

enkindle curiosity, 

sense history and mystery. 
 

To see, to grow, to serve, to be…                                                           

Our Heart soars, we learn to fly.                                                    

 

Courage and Connection               

 

As time goes by we are tested.                                                       

Drought, tornado, and fire present 

nature’s caprice and her violent bent. 

Again tested. 

We’re demanded to widen our societal scope 

of fairness, of justice, of freedom, and hope. 
 

Tested. 

We suffer the sore Arrhythmia of war 

and are called to honor our own fallen corps. 

 

So we rebuild, recast, redo, 

again and again, begin anew 

and all the while our Heart depends                                        

on the living elixir of lovers and friends,                                                    

                                         

in the knowledge of the beginning, 

in the recollection of triumph and loss, 

in the yearning for learning and mastery 

in fondness and passion and camaraderie, 

 

Readiness 
 

we stand ready (Reddie) to live as Heart, 

the abundance and fullness of Heart. 

   

What is Heart? 

We are Heart. 

 

The Heart source is everywhere. 

It wells beneath the soil,  

percolates into the air 

and pervades us all.              
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